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ABSTRACT
Developers strive to build feature-filled apps that are responsive
and consume as few resources as possible. Most of these apps make
use of local databases to store and access data locally. Prior work
has found that local database services have become one of the major
drivers of a mobile device’s resource consumption. In this paper
we propose an approach to reduce the energy consumption and
improve runtime performance of database operations in Android
apps by optimizing inefficient database writes. Our approach automatically detects database writes that happen within loops and
that will trigger inefficient autocommit behaviors. Our approach
then uses additional analyses to identify those that are optimizable
and rewrites the code so that it is more efficient. We evaluated our
approach on a set of marketplace Android apps and found it could
reduce the energy and runtime of events containing the inefficient
database writes by 25% to 90% and needed, on average, thirty-six
seconds to analyze and transform each app.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, have become increasingly popular, giving users easy access to millions of apps. As
users come to depend more on their devices and apps, the efficiency
of these apps in using a device’s resources becomes an increasingly
important consideration. To earn user loyalty and good reviews, developers strive to build apps that are resource efficient. They want
their apps to be responsive, consume less energy, and minimize
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network usage while still providing innovative services and a high
quality user experience. The use of local databases can help developers to provide this functionality. In fact, nearly 60% of all Android
apps make use of a local database [51]. However, this widespread
usage has also meant that local database services have become one
of the major drivers of a mobile device’s resource consumption [39].
Although all kinds of database interactions can be resource intensive, certain kinds of operations and usage patterns can be especially problematic. One such pattern, the Repetitive Autocommit
Transaction (RAT), has become particularly notorious in the Android developer community [11, 15, 17, 28, 62, 63]. In this pattern,
developers repeatedly invoke, in a loop, a statement that modifies the database. Unless the loop has been surrounded by explicit
transaction controls, the database will repeatedly create a new
transaction for every iteration of the loop. Transactions are very
expensive since they require file I/O and database locks. Developer
blogs have benchmarked this anti-pattern and found that it can
reduce throughput by almost 90%. In our own investigations (see
Section 6.4), we found instances of RATs that increased the time and
energy expended by a loop by over 900%. RATs are also prevalent,
our conservative estimate is that one in five apps that use databases
contain this inefficient usage pattern (Section 6.3).
Debugging RATs is challenging for developers and automated
analyses. A seemingly obvious strategy for developers is to simply
surround loops containing database-modifying statements with
explicit transaction controls. However, our investigations found that
a database-modifying statement and its enclosing loop are usually
not in the same method and developers typically need to inspect
call-chains, on average, of at least three methods, but sometime up
to twelve, to identify a correct repair (Section 6.4). These long call
chains can make it very difficult for developers to manually detect
and repair RATs. Automated detection is also complicated because
an analysis must reason about all inter-procedural paths leading
to database-modifying statements and determine if the statements
could be executed inside a loop and outside of transaction controls.
Reasoning about transaction controls is especially hard because
they can be nested and/or inter-procedural. If a RAT is identified,
automated repair is also challenging since it requires precise and
context-sensitive identification of references to the database and
the insertion of database locking commands that could introduce
new deadlocks or unwanted semantics into the mobile app code.
To address this problem, we have designed an automated static
analysis based approach for detecting and repairing RATs. Our
approach is comprised of three distinct inter-procedural static analyses to: (1) detect the occurrence of the RAT anti-pattern; (2) determine whether the data and control dependencies of a databasemodifying statement allow it to be safely optimized; and (3) identify
the correct places to insert the necessary transaction code so that,
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at runtime, they will not cause new deadlocks. We implemented
our approach as a prototype tool and ran it against a set of real
world mobile apps. Our approach was effective at improving the
performance of the apps: it could reduce the energy and runtime of
events containing a RAT by 25% to 90%. The design of our approach
also made it fast, as it could carry out the analysis in an average of
thirty-six seconds per app. Overall, these results are very positive
and indicate that our approach can help developers to detect and
repair RATs and improve the efficiency of their apps.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Background information about database operations and transactions are introduced in
Section 2. An overview of our approach is given in Section 3. The
details of our approach are introduced in Section 4 and Section 5.
The results of our evaluation are reported in Section 6 and the
threats to the validity of our evaluation are discussed in Section 7.
Lastly, we have related work in Section 8 and the conclusion in
Section 9.

2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

SQLite is an embedded local SQL database that reads and writes data
directly to local disk files. The Android runtime allows developers
to manage an SQLite database using the class SQLiteDatabase.
Standard APIs are provided in this class to read or change the
contents of a database. In the Android app ecosystem, SQLite has
emerged as the most common local database service and it is used in
over 90% of all Android apps that access a local database service [51].
For this reason, our work in this paper focuses specifically on
SQLite.
A transaction is a sequence of database operations performed as
a single atomic unit of work and is used to ensure data integrity.
In SQLite, any command that changes the database has to be done
in a transaction. We refer to APIs that can modify a database as
Modification Statement APIs (MSAs). Invoking these APIs will automatically start a transaction if one is not already in effect, which is
referred to as an autocommit database change. We refer to transactions that start automatically in this manner as implicit transactions.
In SQLite, transactions can also be started and ended manually by
calling the APIs beginTransaction and endTransaction. We refer to transactions that are manually started and ended by these
APIs as explicit transactions. Explicit transactions can be nested;
however, only the outermost transaction will perform commits
or rollbacks while the inner ones only keep track of the nesting
relationship.
Using transactions consumes many resources as they require
expensive operations, such as acquiring and releasing locks, writing
and deleting rollback journal files, and making database changes in
memory and on disk. Loops are places where the autocommit behavior can cause significant inefficiency. For example, the statement
at line 10 in Program 1 will implicitly start ten transactions. With
explicit transaction control, these database changes can be executed
in a batch more efficiently. However, detecting and repairing this
problem is likely to be challenging for developers since, as we mentioned in Section 1, they need to manually examine inter-procedural
program paths, identify aliasing, and reason about locks. By design,
this problem cannot be solved on the database layer. The reason for
this is that the databases are given a limited interface to interact
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with an app and do not have information about the structure of
the code. Therefore, they cannot reason about what would be a
safe way to expand transactions or batch updates without running
the risk of affecting data integrity. These problems and limitations
motivated our decision to use static analyses to analyze the code
and use this information to guide us optimizing the autocommit
database in an automated manner.

3

OVERVIEW OF THE APPROACH

The goal of our approach is to precisely detect autocommit database
changes in loops and safely optimize them. To do this our approach
first detects the statements, called RATs, that can make autocommit
database changes inside loops. Then our approach identifies the
proper insert positions and database variables that will be used to
invoke transaction control APIs. Based on the identified results, our
approach performs additional analyses to determine which RATs
can be safely optimized. For these RATs, the approach inserts transaction control operations and ensures that the database changes
are made within the context of a transaction. Our approach can be
divided into two phases. In the first phase, our approach uses static
analysis to detect the RATs in an Application Under Test (AUT). In
the second phase, our approach carries out the optimizations by
transforming the RATs so that they properly use the transaction
controls. We now explain these two phases in detail.
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public class Example {
public void main() {
Database db = new Database("a");
db.beginTransaction();
for(int i=0;i<10;i++)
db.insert();
db.endTransaction();
if(db.isOpen()) {
for(int i=0;i<10;i++)
db.delete();
}
else {
Helper helper = new Helper();
for(int i=0;i<10;i++)
helper.updateRecord();
}
}
}
public class Helper {
private Database db_h;
public Helper() {
db_h = new Database("b");
}
public void updateRecord() {
db_h.update();
}
}

Program 1: Example code containing RATs.

4

DETECTION

The first phase, detection, is responsible for locating the RATs, as
well as the loops containing them. The input of this phase is the
AUT and the output is the set of identified RATs and the loops
containing them.
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4.1

Definition of a Repetitive Autocommit
Transaction

We define a Repetitive Autocommit Transaction (RAT), p, as a statement that satisfies the following conditions:
(1) p invokes an MSA.
(2) p is in the body of a loop.
(3) There exists a path in the Control Flow Graph (CFG) from
the entry of the CFG to p, in which when p is executed, there
is no explicit transaction in effect.
The third condition means that there is no transaction enclosing
p, which together with the first condition guarantees that when
p is executed, it will start a transaction in autocommit mode. The
second condition implies that p will potentially execute multiple
times. Although the second condition is not strictly necessary, it
indicates that the expensive autocommit mode may be triggered
multiple times, since it is inside of a loop, and that there exists the
potential for significant savings.

4.2

Detecting RATs

The detection phase analyzes the AUT to identify the location
of any RATs it may contain. Detection has two steps. In the first
step, our approach identifies the statements meeting the first and
second conditions. In the second step, our approach determines if
the statements identified meet the third condition.
In the first step, the approach identifies the statements that invoke MSAs inside loops. To do this, our approach first builds a CFG
for each method in the AUT and then analyzes the CFGs to identify
the control-flow defined regions [56]. By definition, each of these
regions corresponds to a loop. Next, the approach scans each loop
(region) to find invocations that match the signature of an MSA.
Each MSA and its containing loop is the output of the first step.
To illustrate this step, consider the example shown in Program 1.
There are three loops: lines 5–6, 9–10, and 14–15. Within each loop,
there is an MSA: db.insert() at line 6, db.delete() at line 10, and
db_h.update() at line 28.
In the second step, the approach analyzes the statements marked
in the first step to identify which satisfy the third condition. The
output of this step is the set of RATs. The goal of this analysis
is to determine if there may be an explicit transaction in effect
when an MSA executes. Specifically, the analysis checks if there
exists a path from the entry of the method to the MSA where each
explicit transaction opened (via a call to beginTransaction) has
been closed (via a call to endTransaction). If such a path exists,
then the MSA executed on that path is in autocommit mode (i.e.,
along that path there is not an explicit transaction that surrounds
the MSA).
Thematically, this analysis is similar to detecting resource leakage, e.g., [21, 64]. However, a key difference is that for resource
leakage, once the resource-releasing API is called, the corresponding resource is released. This is not true for transaction control
in Android SQLite because multiple calls to beginTransaction
can create nested and accumulated transactions, and only if all
the transactions are closed via the exact same number of calls to
endTransaction, will the MSA executed on that path be in autocommit mode. This challenge motivates the design of the analysis
we describe below.
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Our approach identifies RATs that satisfy the third condition
by performing an iterative analysis over the CFG of each method
that contains a marked statement. The analysis is defined as a
backwards-may analysis that propagates a set of tuples of the form
⟨Statement, Counter⟩ over the edges of the CFG; where Statement
is one of the statements identified in the first step, and Counter
is an integer that tracks the number of unmatched invocations of
beginTransaction and endTransaction along the path. The analysis increments Counter when it encounters an endTransaction
and decrements Counter when it encounters a beginTransaction.
Therefore a tuple for which Counter is equal to 0 represents a
path along which there were an even number of invocations to
beginTransaction and endTransaction. When a tuple arrives at
the entry with Counter equal to 0, it means that the third condition
is true for the statement in the tuple.
The equations for the iterative flow analysis are shown in Figure 1. The Gen set for each of the marked statements (marked in the
first step) is initialized to ⟨statement,0⟩. Then the approach iterates
in reverse topological order over the statements in the CFG and
updates the In and Out sets. Since the analysis is a backwards-may
analysis, the In set of a statement is computed by the union of
its successors’ Out sets. This iterative process continues until the
values of all the Out sets reach a fixed point (i.e., two iterations
have the same elements in each node’s Out sets). The analysis then
terminates. The statements that reach the entry with Counter equal
to 0 are the RATs.
The role of the Out function is to adjust the counter value and prevent certain tuples from propagating. If s is a beginTransaction,
then the Counter in all of the tuples of the In set will be decreased
by one. Note that the condition i > 0 is used to prevent tuples
with a counter value less than 0 from propagating. The reason for
this is that when a tuple whose value is 0 encounters a beginTransaction, the analysis can infer two things: (1) all invocations
to beginTransaction and endTransaction along the path have
been matched, since the value is 0, and (2) the MSA will be in the
transaction explicitly started by the beginTransaction. Note that
this propagation policy means that any tuple that arrives at the
entry with a counter value greater than 0 corresponds to a path
with an excess of calls to endTransaction. If at runtime, an endTransaction is invoked while no transaction is currently open, an
exception will be thrown. Assuming that the code does not throw
the exception “no transaction is active” at runtime, such tuples will
have been caused by a traversal over an infeasible path. If s is an
endTransaction, then the Counter will be increased by one.
The design of our algorithm as described above leaves one open
case, namely where an endTransaction inside of a loop is used to
close multiple explicit transactions started outside of the loop. In
the presence of such structure, the counter of the tuple that can
reach the endTransaction can increase infinitely. To address this
situation, we introduce the condition i < LIMIT to ensure that
there is an upper bound to which the analysis can converge and
reach a fixed point. As with most loop bounded analysis models,
this can result in reduced accuracy of our analysis. In this case, the
loop bounding can result in false negatives when the limit is set to
less than the number of iterations that would actually happen at
runtime. This happens because the analysis will identify a beginTransaction as being unclosed by an endTransaction (since it
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under-approximated the loop iterations), and therefore assume
that the MSA is part of the transaction opened by the incorrectly
unmatched beginTransaction. As we discuss in more detail below
in Section 4.3, if inaccuracy was necessary, then our design tradeoff
was to favor false negatives over false positives.
To perform the analysis inter-procedurally, we use the Cloned
Call Graph (CCG) [56] of the AUT instead of the intra-procedural
CFG. The CCG contains multiple instances of a method such that
every distinct calling context invokes a different instance. Using this
context-sensitive cloned call graph, our analysis works the same as
if applied to an intra-procedural CFG. The CCG is generally quite
large for even small programs. Therefore, we first pruned the call
graph of the AUT so that only methods that contained an MSA or a
call to beginTransaction or endTransaction, and their transitive
callers remained. Due to the sparsity of database related commands
in an AUT, this resulted in the removal of more than 95% on average
from our subject applications’ CCGs and a dramatic improvement
in scalability and efficiency.
We illustrate the analysis using the main function of Program 1.
The Gen sets for the three marked statements (lines 6, 10, 28) are
{⟨db.insert(), 0⟩}, {⟨db.delete(), 0⟩} and {⟨db_h.update(), 0⟩}. The
analysis starts at the exit of the CFG at line 17 and is performed backwards. When line 15 is reached, the In set will be empty and the tuple
{⟨db_h.update(), 0⟩} will be in its Out set. When line 7 is reached,
there will be two tuples, ⟨db.delete(),0⟩ and ⟨db_h.update(),0⟩ in
its In set. The Counter in the tuples are then increased by one.
When line 4, db.beginTransaction(), is reached, the In set contains
⟨db.delete(),1⟩, ⟨db_h.update(),1⟩ and ⟨db.insert(),0⟩. However only
the first two will be in the Out set because they have Counter value
i > 0, and they will become ⟨db.delete(),0⟩ and ⟨db_h.update(),0⟩.
Finally, because the two tuples can reach the entry of the method
main, the two statements in the tuples are identified to be satisfying
the third condition and are identified as RATs.

 {⟨s, 0⟩},
Gen(s) = 
 ∅,

In(s) =

if s ∈ (marked statements)
otherwise
[
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p ∈succ (s )
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kes beginTransaction




Gen(s)
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Figure 1: Flow analysis

4.3

Analysis Design Accuracy Trade-off

Two typical problems for developers when using a static analysis
technique are imprecision (i.e., false positives) and scalability. When
we designed our approach, we considered soundness and scalability as our primary goals in order to maximize the practicality of
our technique. Therefore, our design favored false negatives over
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false positives when inaccuracy was unavoidable. In our approach
a false-positive is defined as when a statement is identified as a
RAT, but it does not actually satisfy the definition. A false positive
would cause our approach to introduce an unnecessary transaction,
which would potentially increase energy consumption and degrade
runtime performance. A false-negative would occur when there
exists a statement that meets the definition of a RAT, but it is not
identified. Although a false-negative will lead the approach to miss
an optimization opportunity, it does not have any other negative
effect because the program will remain the same. Since the goal
of technique is to optimize where possible and not introduce any
change that could consume more energy or reduce performance,
we prefer to have false-negatives over false-positives.
Our approach can have false negatives in two situations. The
first of these relates to the upper bound on the loop analysis and
was discussed in Section 4.2. The second is due to the fact that the
approach safely but imprecisely assumes that all database variables
alias with each other. This means that if there is a transaction in
effect, the flow analysis in Figure 1 considers that the MSA statement is within a transaction no matter which database variable the
transaction is initiated by. This can cause false-negatives because
the transaction in effect may not belong to the same database to
which the MSA statement is writing data. In this case, our analysis misses a RAT. However, our approach is designed this way
to maintain scalability when analyzing the CCG. In the current
form, our approach does not need to examine the whole program
to compute safe and precise aliasing relationships. If an unsafe but
precise alias analysis is used, which means two variables can be
reported to be not aliased but in fact they are, the alias analysis will
lead to a false positive, which violates our design goal. Program 2
shows how an unsafe analysis would introduce false positives. If
db1 and db2 are reported to be not aliased, then db1.MSA() will
be considered as a RAT because it is not inside any transaction.
However, if db1 and db2 are in fact pointing to the same memory
location, reporting db1.MSA() as a RAT is a false-positive. Hence,
we do not incorporate alias analysis into our flow analysis.
1 db2.beginTransaction();
2 for(int i = 0; i < 10; i++)
3 db1.MSA();
4 db2.endTransaction();

Program 2: Example code.
We have also identified one special case, shown in Program 3,
related to aliasing that would lead to a false positive. In this case,
our analysis incorrectly assumes a transaction is ended and the
result is a false positive. If db1 and db2 are not aliased, in every
possible path that can reach db1.MSA(), the transaction initiated by
db1 will be in effect at line 6. However, our analysis will identify
it as a RAT because the analysis would consider the transaction
opened by db1 to be closed by db2 at line 4, but because of the
branch statement at line 1, there exists a path (1F, 3, 4, 5T) in the
CFG where db1.MSA() is not inside any unclosed transaction. Note
that if db2.beginTransaction() at line 2 is not nested in a conditional statement, db1.MSA() will be considered to be in an unclosed
transaction and the detection result will be correct. To understand
the potential impact of this false positive, we searched for this
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structure in our subject apps. We first designed an analysis to filter
out the detected RATs with no invocations to beginTransaction
and endTransaction on the call path and then manually checked
the remaining ones. We did not find this interleaving structure in
any of the apps. We conclude that while theoretically possible, this
represents an unusual coding structure in practice.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

if(db2.isOpen())
db2.beginTransaction();
db1.beginTransaction();
db2.endTransaction();
for(int i = 0; i < 10; i++)
db1.MSA();
db1.endTransaction();

Program 3: Example code.

5

OPTIMIZATION

Given the RATs and the loops containing them, the goal of our
optimization is to automatically transform the AUT by grouping
the RATs’ multiple autocommit transactions into a single explicit
transaction. At a high-level, our approach must rewrite the loop
code so that a transaction is started (i.e., with beginTransaction)
prior to the loop’s execution and then committed (i.e., with endTransaction) after the loop finishes execution. There are four major challenges we need to address to carry out this transformation
successfully.
The first is to determine the places where the transactional controls can be inserted. The insert positions have to ensure that the
transaction control will be carried out successfully without undesirable side-effects. After identifying the proper insert positions, the
second challenge is to identify which database reference to use with
the transaction controls. A naive approach is to use the database
variable in the RAT directly. However, this would not work if a
reported RAT and the insert positions are not in the same method.
Even if they are, the database variable may not be even initialized
at the insert positions. The third challenge is to determine whether
inserting transactional controls will cause new deadlocks. Since
transactions will lock the database from writing, inserting database locks to the program may interleave the database locks with
existing Java locks and cause new deadlock. Finally, the fourth challenge is to guarantee that the inserted transaction can terminate
properly, even in the presence of infinite loops and exceptional
flow. Otherwise an unterminated transaction not only fails to commit the database changes, but also blocks other transactions from
execution.
To address these challenges, we designed an approach to guarantee a successful transformation. The analysis has three phases, each
of which corresponds to one or more of the challenges described
above. In the first phase, our approach identifies the positions at
which the transaction methods would need to be inserted for each
RAT. In the second phase, our approach performs an additional
analysis to determine whether the database variable accessed in
RAT can be safely used and whether optimizing the RAT may cause
new deadlocks. In the third phase, our approach transforms the
program by inserting the transaction methods into the AUT in a
way that ensures the inserted transaction can terminate properly.
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5.1

Identifying Insert Positions

The goal of this phase is to identify the positions around the loop
where the approach should insert the new transaction-related invocations. The insert positions must ensure that (1) the beginTransaction would execute before the loop and the endTransaction
would execute after the loop finishes; (2) both the beginTransaction
and endTransaction would be guaranteed to execute pairwise; and
(3) that all changes made by the RATs in a loop would be grouped
into the same transaction. The second condition ensures that all of
the changes would be committed and that the transaction method
would not cause a runtime exception.
These three conditions can be satisfied by placing the beginTransaction at the immediate dominator (begin point) and the
endTransaction at the immediate post-dominator (end point) of
the loop [56]. These points satisfy the above conditions because the
begin/end points execute before/after the loop, satisfying condition
(1). These two points are unique and any path that can reach the loop
has to go through these two points. This guarantees that inserted
invocations are pairwise, satisfying condition (2). Moreover, the
inserted invocations will open a transaction that remains in effect
throughout the loop execution and groups the database changes
inside, satisfying condition (3). Our analysis identifies these two
points using standard control-flow analysis based techniques [56].
To illustrate, for the RAT at line 10 of Program 1, the begin point
would be between lines 8 and 9, and end point would be between
lines 10 and 11.

5.2

Identifying Automatically Optimizable
RATs

The goal of this phase is to identify which RATs can be automatically and safely optimized. A RAT is an Automatically Optimizable
Repetitive Autocommit Transaction (ARAT) if (A) the begin and end
insertion positions are in the scope of the database variable accessed in the RAT; and (B) the inserted beginTransaction and
endTransaction will not cause new deadlocks. These two conditions are explained in more detail below.
5.2.1 In-Scope Insert Positions. This condition means that a
reference to the database object used by the RAT is available at the
begin and end points. For example, if a database reference is created
inside a loop, then it is not in scope for the potential begin point.
This in-scope requirement is necessary because the transaction
methods must be called on the same database object that has been
identified as part of the hotspot. If a reference is not available at
both the begin and end points then the corresponding RAT cannot
be optimized.
We now provide the formal definition of in-scope. Given the
reference v to the database used in the RAT, the loop L surrounding
the RAT, the method m containing L, and the class c where m is
defined, the RAT meets the in-scope condition if there exists a
variable v ′ that meets conditions:
(a) One of the following three:
(1) v ′ is a local variable declared in m;
(2) v ′ is a method parameter of m;
(3) v ′ is a class field declared in c or the parent classes of c.
(b) v ′ and v are must-aliased;
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(c) v ′ is not defined in the loop L, i.e., there does not exist a reaching
definition of v ′ in L;
Broadly, there are three types of references that can serve as v ′ :
local variables, class fields, and parameters to the enclosing method.
For all three, there are two necessary conditions. First, v and v ′
must have a must-alias relationship [3]. If two variables are mustaliased, they are aliased regardless of the actual path that is taken
at runtime. This means that a transaction invoked using v ′ will
reference the database object pointed to by v. Second, v ′ cannot be
redefined in the loop. The second condition is similar to identifying
the loop invariant and is introduced to exclude the situation where
at the insert points v ′ aliases to the database object used by the RAT,
but then is assigned to another object inside the loop. Note that
these conditions may miss opportunities for optimization but will
not incorrectly identify an ARAT. As we explained in Section 4.3,
our analysis favors precision over recall.
Standard analyses can be used to identify conditions (a1-a3). For
condition (b) and (c), we based the analyses on a reaching definitions
analysis [56]. The confluence operator for condition (b), the mustaliased relationship, is set intersection, making it a must analysis
and for condition (c), the is-defined relationship, the operator was
it union, making it a may analysis.
To illustrate the in-scope analysis, consider the example code
in Program 1. The inputs are the statements db.delete() at line 10
and db_h.update() at line 28. For statement db.delete(), we have the
variable db in the loop region that starts at line 9. The reaching
definition analysis indicates that the only statement that defines
db is the statement at line 3, and since line 3 is not inside the
same region and db aliases to the local variable db defined at line 3,
db.delete() meets the in-scope requirement. Similarly, when db_h
is analyzed, the analysis shows the definition statement is at line
13, where the constructor of Helper is invoked and db_h is defined
in the constructor. Because line 13 is not inside the same region,
the region that starts at line 14, db_h is not defined in the region.
However, db_h is a field and is declared in class Helper. Since the
class Helper is different from the class of main, db_h.update at
line 28 does not meet the in-scope requirement and thus is not an
ARAT.
5.2.2 Avoiding New Deadlocks. This condition ensures that the
insertion of beginTransaction and endTransaction does not introduce any new possibility of deadlocks. For the transactions
themselves, Android SQLite avoids deadlock by making transactions (database locks) mutually exclusive [68]. However the issue of
deadlock arises when the AUT contains Java locks (synchronized
primitives and the Lock APIs). Our approach’s insertion of a new
transaction must not introduce new deadlocks with respect to the
existing locks. Prior techniques [8, 14, 52] that focused on lock
insertion are not applicable here because they do not handle the
situation where there are already locks present in the program. To
perform a safe optimization, we based our analysis on the following
insight. An insertion that avoids introducing a new deadlock must
preserve the consistency of the ordering of the existing lock acquisitions [24]. Here “order” refers to the nesting relationship between
locks along a control flow path. For example, lock A nests lock B if
lock B is acquired before lock A is released. A safe insertion would
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therefore not violate any consistent order between database and
Java locks already in the AUT.
As part of the process to determine if an insertion can be done
while maintaining consistent ordering, our approach checks the
following two conditions: (a) a database lock is always the first
lock (i.e., there is no Java lock nesting this database lock along any
path that can reach the database lock); (b) a database lock is always
the last lock (i.e., there is no Java lock nested by this database lock
along any path that this database lock can lead to).
Based on these conditions, we describe four scenarios where the
RAT represents an ARAT. Note that these scenarios are conservative in that they represent an under-approximation of when it is
safe to insert additional locks. The first scenario is when there are
no existing database locks in the AUT. The second scenario is when
there exists database locks but there are no nested locks (i.e., both
(a) and (b) are true). In these two scenarios, a consistent order of
locks can be maintained by ensuring the inserted database locks are
either always the first or the last. Note that if the inserted lock does
not nest and is not nested by any Java lock, the insertion meets this
requirement because the inserted database is always the first and
the last lock. The third scenario is when there are nested locks and
the ordering of these locks is consistent (i.e., (a) xor (b) is true). In
this case, a consistent order can be maintained by ensuring that
the inserted database lock follows this order. The fourth scenario is
when there are nested locks, but the order of these locks is inconsistent (i.e., both (a) and (b) are false). In this case, an insertion of a
database lock is safe only if the inserted database lock will not nest
or be nested by any Java lock. If none of these scenarios apply, then
the approach determines that it cannot safely insert the database
transactions.
Our analysis to identify conditions (a) and (b) leverages the same
framework as is used in Section 4. For condition (a), to ensure a
database lock is always the first lock, our analysis ensures there
does not exist any beginTransaction that can reach an unreleased
Java lock in the backward data flow. For condition (b), to ensure a
database lock is always the last lock, our analysis ensures there does
not exists any Java lock acquisition statements that can reach an
unclosed transaction (i.e., unreleased database lock) in the backward
data flow.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

public void run() { //Thread1
for(int i=0; i<10; i++) {
synchronized (lock){
db.insert();
}
}
}
public void run() { //Thread2
synchronized(lock) {
db.beginTransaction();
for(int i=0; i<10; i++)
db.insert();
db.endTransaction();
}
}

Program 4: Example code.
To illustrate the deadlock analysis, consider the example Program 4, the only existing database lock is acquired at line 10 and
is nested in the synchronized lock, matching the third scenario.
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However, the loop starting at line 2 contains a synchronized block,
which makes inserting a beginTransaction introduce an inconsistent order. Therefore, db.insert() at line 4 is not optimizable. In
our example Program 1, the only existing database lock at line 4
does not nest and is not nested in any Java locks, matching the second scenario. The in-scope RAT, db.delete() at line 10, is an ARAT
because inserting a database lock at line 9 does not create nested
locks.

5.3

Optimizing the Application Under Test

This phase carries out the transformation of the AUT. To do this,
our optimization uses each of the database variables v ′ identified
in the second phase (Section 5.2) to invoke transaction-related
APIs. For each v ′ , our approach (1) creates an invocation statement v ′ .beginTransaction() and inserts it after the begin point,
and (2) creates two statements, v ′ .setTransactionSuccessful()
and v ′ .endTransaction() and inserts them before the end point.
(The API setTransactionSuccessful is used to mark the current
transaction as successful so that the changes can be committed to
the database.)
Exception Handling: To maintain the original semantics of
the program when exceptional behaviors are present, our approach
wraps the target loop into a try block and places the inserted
v ′ .setTransactionSuccessful() and v ′ .endTransaction() into
a finally block. Therefore, if there is an exception thrown during the execution of the target loop, the transaction will still be
properly ended and the changes made before the exception will
be committed to the database, which matches the unoptimized
program’s semantics. If the loop is originally in a try block, our
approach does not add an additional try but add the calls to setTransactionSuccessful and endTransaction to the corresponding catch blocks. To do this, our approach creates a local database
variable db_copy at the method entry, inserts db_copy=v ′ after
v ′ .beginTransaction(), and db_copy=null after v ′ .endTransaction(). In the catch block, the added invocations will only be
invoked if db_copy!=null.
Avoid Lengthy Loops Blocking Concurrent Writes: Our optimization can affect the execution of concurrent database writes.
The reason is that after the optimization, the loop will take the lock
of the database and hold it until it ends. If there are other threads
waiting to write to the database, they will queue up and have to
wait. Starvation might occur if the optimized loop holds the lock
for a long period of time. To alleviate this problem, our approach
inserts a timer in the loop that ends the transaction and opens a new
one when the timer has exceeded a predetermined value. By doing so, the blocked transactions can have opportunities to execute.
Although this mechanism may introduce an additional occasional
transaction cost, this cost is still a net reduction as compared to
the original unoptimized app since in the unoptimized version the
implicit transactions are triggered in every loop iteration and the
cost of retrieving time stamps is trivial compared to the cost of
database operations (1/4,300 of the cost of an implicit transaction.)
Other than the starvation problem, some parts of the program
may be slowed by the queueing time, but overall, as we show in
our evaluation, the program will run faster due to the reduced
write time. It is also worth noting that the SQLite database is not
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designed for highly concurrent database changes [67], so this makes
it unlikely that most apps would experience this kind of behavior.

6

EVALUATION

We carried out an evaluation of our approach to measure its precision, impact, and analysis time. We considered the following
research questions:
• RQ 1: What is the precision of our approach in identifying ARATs?
• RQ 2: How often do ARATs occur in marketplace apps?
• RQ 3: How much runtime can be reduced by using our approach?
• RQ 4: How much energy can be saved by using our approach?
• RQ 5: What is the analysis time of our approach?

6.1

Implementation

We implemented a prototype of our approach, RAT-TRAP, and
used it to carry out our evaluation. Our approach would ideally be
integrated into a developer’s tool chain and assist them in guiding
source level transformation. However, our implementation analyzes
and rewrites bytecode to enable the use of a broader and more
representative set of subject apps. The prototype is 13K lines of
code and leverages Dexpler [6] to convert Dalvik bytecode to Jimple,
and Soot [36] to build data structures, such as the CFG and Call
Graph (CG). RAT-TRAP also uses the Soot framework to rewrite
apps and convert the Jimple to Dalvik bytecode. Note that the
front-end parser of Soot could be changed to analyze source code.

6.2

Subject Apps

To obtain subjects, we used the Google Play Crawler [2] to download a random set of 1,887 apps from the Google Play marketplace.
The subject apps varied in code size: 15% of them had less than 10K
bytecodes, 54% of them had bytecode counts between 10K and 100K,
and 31% of them had more than 100K bytecodes. The subject apps
were from 23 of the 24 app category types defined by the Google
Play marketplace. For all experiments, we ran the subject apps on
a Samsung Galaxy S5 smartphone running Android 5.0.

6.3

Experiment 1: Precision and Pervasiveness

The goal of this experiment was to address RQ 1 and RQ 2. To
carry out this experiment, we first ran RAT-TRAP on all of the
subject apps. For each ARAT detected, we manually inspected the
code of the methods in the call chain originating from the MSA
to determine if the report was a true positive. From the results
of this analysis, we then calculated the precision of the detection
analysis and the frequency of occurrence of ARATs in the subject
apps. We did not calculate recall as it was not possible to accurately
manually analyze all of the bytecode and calculate several types of
information, including inter-procedural aliasing information for all
1,887 subject apps.
Our manual analysis verified that each of the reports was a true
positive, for a precision of 100%. In terms of prevalence, our analysis
found ARATs in 10.9% of the subject apps (206 of 1,887). This rate
doubled to about one in five, if we considered only those apps that
actually used a database (only 54% of the subject apps accessed a
SQLite database). For apps that had an ARAT, the average number
of ARATs was five, with a median of two. However, we did find one
app that contained 4,220 ARATs! (We did not include this app in our
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reported statistics.) Overall, these results show that ARATs occur
in a high proportion of marketplace apps and that our approach
can detect them with high precision.
Our analysis also allowed us to collect several statistics about the
structure of ARATs. We found that 44% of the ARATs were interprocedural (i.e., loop headers and MSAs were in different methods)
and the average number of methods in the call chains from an
ARAT to the call graph entry was 3.3, with the maximum number
being 12. We also found that in 11% of the detected ARATs, the
corresponding loops nested or were nested by a Java lock. Taken together, these statistics underscore the challenges developers would
face in manually identifying and fixing ARATs.

6.4

Experiment 2: Energy Savings and Runtime
Improvement

The goal of this experiment is to address RQ 3 and RQ 4. To do this,
we measured and compared an app’s resource usage, in terms of its
runtime and energy consumption, before and after it was optimized
by RAT-TRAP. Our experiment used a subset of the subject apps
because our protocol required us to individually analyze, interact
with, and measure each of the subjects in the experiment.
6.4.1 Protocol. A key challenge in the experiment protocol was
to create reasonable workloads for the subjects. Typical techniques,
such as random crawling (e.g., using PUMA [23] or Monkey [1]),
were unable to generate the specific workload needed to trigger
each app’s ARAT and the values supplied as inputs that could influence the ARAT might not be representative of typical usage. To
address this issue, we selected subject apps for which it would be
possible to control the number of iterations of the loop that contained the ARAT. This allowed us to supply a range of input values
that was likely to include typical values.
To identify subject apps that satisfied this constraint, we began
by choosing an app at random from our subject pool. Then we
manually analyzed the call chain containing the ARAT to determine
if the ARAT could be triggered by user interaction (e.g., the chain’s
root method was an event handler for a UI element) and if the
input controlling the loop’s iterations originated from the user. The
manual analysis was verified by running and interacting with an
instrumented version of the app. The first six apps to satisfy this
constraint were used in our experiment. Detailed information about
these apps is shown in Table 1. For each app, this table provides a
description of its key functionality and the number of bytecodes in
the CCG (# Rel-bytecode).
For each of the apps, we created a set of workloads that led to
the execution of the optimized ARAT. Each workload consisted of
two phases, setup and triggering. For the setup phase, we generated
a sequence of actions that provided inputs to the app. For example, the input for App180 was the number of quizzes desired. (We
explain how we chose these values in more detail below.) In the
triggering phase, we performed the specific actions that triggered
the identified event. For example, for App180, clicking a button
to retrieve the quizzes caused them to be written to the database,
which was the code that contained the ARAT. The column labeled
“Event” in Table 1 describes the triggering event we identified for
each of the subject apps.
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To determine the input values for the setup phase, we interacted
with the app and determined a reasonable minimum and maximum
for the inputs based on the app’s functionality and the layout of the
app’s user interface. Within that range, we then chose four roughly
equidistant points and built a workload that used each of those
values as inputs in the setup phase. In Table 1 we list the input
numbers under the column “Inputs”. We recorded each workload
using the Reran [18] tool. We then replayed this workload on the
optimized and unoptimized version of the instrumented app. The
use of Reran minimized the potential for variations in the execution
of the workload between versions. For example, Reran ensured that
inputs for both versions were entered in the exact same amount of
time.
During the execution of the workloads, we measured the resource usage of the optimized and unoptimized versions of the apps
at two levels of granularity. The first measurement was at the level
of the individual loop that had been the target of the optimization.
We targeted this level of granularity because it provided the most
localized context for the resource usage. The second was at the app
level/callback level (e.g., onClick). We targeted this level because
it quantified the resource changes in the context of an event that
would be visible to an end user.
To record the resource usage at these two levels of granularity,
we instrumented the optimized and unoptimized apps with timestamps. For the loop-level measurement, we inserted timestamps
before and after each target loop. For the app level measurements,
we inserted timestamps at the beginning of the root event method
as well as the spots where the method exited. To determine the
runtime for each version of the app at each level of granularity, we
calculated the difference between the starting and ending timestamps. To calculate the energy consumption we ran the apps while
the smartphone was connecting to a Monsoon power meter [55]
with a clock synchronized to that of the smartphone and then
summed the energy consumed between the starting and ending
times. For each input, we repeated the measurements fifteen times
to reduce the impact of non deterministic or uncontrolled behavior. Therefore, for the optimized and unoptimized version of an
app, we took a combined 120 measurements. Between each measurement, we added a waiting time to avoid any impact from tail
energy behavior and to allow the device to cool down. We ran a
Mann-Whitney U test (α = .05) to compare the differences in measurements between the unoptimized version and optimized version
for both the energy and runtime measurements. The results of this
test established statistical significance for all of the results of our
subjects.
6.4.2 Result. The results of our experiment are shown in Table 2
and Figure 2. For each subject app, Table 2 shows the median values
of the runtime and energy consumption of the loops and events that
contained the ARATs. In each of the last four columns, the value of
the unoptimized version is shown on the left and the value of the
optimized version is shown on the right. Figure 2 shows the runtime
and energy consumption reduction data in Table 2 as percentages.
In each sub-figure, the Y axis shows the percent reduction of the
optimized app versus the unoptimized app. The X axis shows the
indexes of input numbers corresponding to the “Input Number”
column in Table 1. Note that the runtime and energy consumption
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Table 1: Description of subject apps and workload information

App
App69
App180
App219
App567
App802
App1447

Name

Description

# Rel-bytecode

Event

Inputs

PayAnyWhere
ASVAB Test
Nail Games
CATA
Tech News
Ride Chicago

Mobile Payment Processing
ASVAB Practice Quiz
Nail Decoration
Bus Schedule Checker
Technology Newspaper
Transportation Schedule Checker

20,134
744
415
2,197
919
4,553

Record Items Sold
Select Quiz Questions
Save a Nail with Decorations
Update Favorite Lists
Add Newspapers to Update List
Add Trains to Favorite

5, 10, 15, 20
10, 20, 30, 40
3, 5, 10, 15
3, 5, 10, 15
3, 5, 10, 15
3, 5, 8, 10

App69
App567
Loop Time

100%

90%

80%

80%

70%

70%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

App

60%

App69

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

0%

0%
1

2

3

4

1

Index of Input Number

2

3

4

Index of Input Number

Event Time
100%

100%

90%

90%

80%

80%

70%

70%

Improvement

Improvement

Table 2: Median runtime (ms) and energy consumption (mJ)
of the unoptimized/optimized version

App219
App1447
Loop Energy

100%

90%

Improvement

Improvement

App180
App802

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

Event Energy

App219

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

App567

10%

0%
1

2

3

Index of Input Number

4

App180

0%
1

2

3

4

Index of Input Number

App802

Figure 2: Percent reduction in energy and runtime.
App1447

improvement for App219 are not shown in the app level graphs.
This is because although the runtime and energy consumption was
reduced at the loop level, they did not differ by a wide enough
margin at the app level for it to be visible in the graph.
6.4.3 Discussion of Results. The results show that our approach
was able to achieve significant runtime improvements at both the
loop and app level. As shown in Figure 2, the average loop execution
time was reduced 66% and ranged from 30% to 97% across the
different subjects. The average event execution time was reduced
51% and ranged from 25% to 90%. From the figures, it can be seen that
the amount of runtime improvement was generally proportional to
the size of the input (i.e., the number of loop iterations). The reason
for this is that the larger the input number, the more transactions
were initiated in the unoptimized version of an app. But after the
optimization only one transaction was initiated per loop regardless
of the size of the input. Although the savings were higher for higher
number of loop iterations, it is important to note that even at the
app level, savings of over 25% were typical when the number of
loop iterations was low. This shows that the savings realized by the
optimization can be significant even for apps where the number of
iterations of a loop with ARATs are expected to be small.
The runtime improvements at the app level are particularly important because they show that unnecessary database transactions
can severely undermine the responsiveness of an app. Research on

Input

Loop Time

Loop Energy

Event Time

Event Energy

5
10
15
20
10
20
30
40
3
5
10
15
3
5
10
15
3
5
10
15
3
5
8
10

69/45
125/63
182/90
238/104
172/12
410/17
515/21
872/23
9/4
14/3
27/4
40/5
17/9
25/10
46/11
67/14
31/22
50/31
73/44
100/54
26/10
40/11
72/12
95/12

36/20
86/35
183/65
235/107
505/20
1472/29
2092/61
3017/78
4/1
6/1
12/1
20/2
14/7
20/8
42/10
56/12
15/12
25/15
42/24
54/28
14/5
21/6
42/10
48/11

88/62
144/84
201/109
258/121
249/69
481/76
583/84
951/86
695/694
700/691
719/692
727/695
47/29
55/38
73/33
93/36
32/22
51/31
74/45
101/54
74/46
78/51
123/50
147/47

48/30
101/49
197/82
264/126
672/119
1747/142
2356/257
3121/303
769/753
777/758
790/771
817/764
41/25
44/32
68/31
80/30
16/12
26/15
42/25
54/28
38/26
46/27
77/47
75/42

humans’ perception of app responsiveness has suggested that 100
ms is the threshold for humans to perceive delay [53, 57]. As can
be seen in Table 2, in four of the six subject apps, the runtime for a
targeted event at an input number went from over 100 ms in the
unoptimized version to under 100 ms. These results indicate that
our approach can help reduce human perceivable delays.
The energy savings achieved by our optimization were also
significant. As shown in Figure 2, the loop level energy consumption
was reduced 36% to 97% and averaged 67%. The app level energy
consumption was reduced 27% to 90% and averaged 51%. As with
the runtime, the larger the input number, the more energy was
saved by the optimization. Although the percentages of savings at
the app level were lower than the ones at the loop level, they were
still very high, which showed that significant local reductions in
energy consumption can result in app level savings. The reduction
in energy consumption also showed that our technique did not
speed up the code at the cost of consuming more resources, e.g.,
CPU or memory. Instead, our technique can improve runtime as
well as save energy by reducing the consumption of resources.
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6.5

Experiment 3: Analysis Time

To answer RQ 5, we evaluated how much time was needed to run
RAT-TRAP on a typical app. We measured the time spent analyzing
and rewriting the six apps we used in Experiment 2. For each app,
we ran our tool fifteen times and calculated its average execution
time. The total execution time ranged from 18 seconds to 96 seconds
with an average of 36 seconds and median of 25 seconds. Generally,
most of the total execution time (87%), was consumed by converting
bytecodes from one format to another. The detection analysis time
was around or under 2 seconds, except for App69, which was 51
seconds. This was due to this app having a large amount of code relevant to the database and our detection analysis needed to analyze
a relatively large CCG. Among the broader pool of subject apps, less
than 2% had this amount of relevant code. The rewrite time was less
than 0.1 seconds. Taken together these numbers suggest that the
runtime of our approach would not be a barrier to its acceptance
by developers.

7

THREATS TO VALIDITY

External Validity: Using only six subjects may introduce threats
to the external validity of our results, if the selected apps are not
representative. To make the selected apps representative, we selected a subset of apps that have at least 10,000 downloads from the
Google Play store. Furthermore we also selected apps with different
sizes, from 0.5 MB to 30 MB. The apps covered general types of
usages of the local database, e.g., insert, update, delete and read.
Internal Validity: In our study, we used Dexpler to perform
the program transformation. The conversion between Java bytecode and Dalvik bytecode may introduce differences between the
transformed version and the original version of the app that could
influence runtime performance and energy consumption. To make
the effects consistent, we ran Dexpler on both the unoptimized and
optimized versions.
Construct Validity: A potential threat to the validity of our
results is that our measured savings might not directly reflect an
end user’ savings for their particular usage of the app. Although
realistic user traces could partly address this threat, we did not
have access to real users of the apps, so our trace would still result
in a threat to validity. Therefore, we decided to measure at the
user event level, which, essentially, represents the smallest unit of
interaction with an app that a user could trigger and that would
lead to the ARAT. For example, a button press. As a result, a real
user’s savings would depend on how often they would trigger that
event in the course of their typical usage.

8

RELATED WORK

Optimizing the performance of database operations is a classic and
well studied problem. Many approaches have been proposed to improve performance by optimizing queries to the database [29, 34, 65].
Researchers have also focused on analyzing and optimizing storage
mechanisms for database operations [30–33, 60, 61]. For example,
Jeong and colleagues [31] improved the performance of I/O operations by coordinating the different database journaling modes
with different filesystems. Oh and colleagues [60] leveraged the
phase change memory technique to reduce redundant pages writes.
Although this area of research has made important advancements,
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it neglects the role that software engineering practices and program
structure can also have on the resource consumption of database
services on mobile devices.
Many researchers have focused on performance optimization
for mobile apps. One group of optimization techniques characterized and detected performance and energy bugs, e.g., resource
leakage issues in mobile apps [4, 5, 16, 21, 47–50, 64, 70]. A recent
study [51] carried out an empirical study of database operations
that included energy measurements and leveraged a string analysis
technique [42] to analyze database queries. The study also included
an analysis of implicit autocommit transactions [51]. However, it
did not include algorithms for detection or repair. Besides performance optimization, researchers have also proposed techniques for
estimating performance for smartphone applications to aid debugging and optimization [35, 59]. However, none of these approaches
targeted optimizing runtime performance of database operations.
Much research effort has also been devoted to energy optimization for mobile apps. One group of techniques optimized energy
consumption of mobile apps by bundling HTTP requests [37, 38, 41].
Another group of techniques optimized display energy consumption of mobile apps by using energy efficient color schemes [13, 43,
46, 69]. Nikzad and colleagues [58] proposed a technique to schedule
tasks on mobile apps in a more energy efficient way. Zhu and colleagues [71] proposed a set of language extensions to guide energy
optimizations in mobile Web applications. Cito and colleagues [10]
optimized recurrent advertisement and analytics requests to save
energy. However, these technique did not optimize energy consumption of database operations.
There is also a large body of work focusing on energy measurement [7, 12, 22, 25, 27, 40, 54, 64] and many researchers have
conducted empirical studies to find potential areas to optimize energy consumption of mobile apps [9, 19, 20, 26, 39, 44, 45, 51, 66].
This paper was inspired by the results of these studies. However,
the measurement approaches and the empirical studies cited here
did not propose techniques to optimize mobile apps.

9

CONCLUSION

Energy consumption and UI responsiveness are critical for mobile
apps. Current approaches for mobile performance or energy optimization do not target inefficient database operations. In this paper
we propose an approach to optimize inefficient database writes. Our
approach automatically detects the database writes that happen
within loops and that will trigger inefficient autocommit behaviors.
Our approach then uses additional analyses to identify those that
are optimizable and rewrite the code so that it is more efficient. We
evaluated our approach on a set of marketplace Android apps. In
this evaluation, our approach finished the detection and optimization in less than forty seconds on average and it could reduce the
energy and runtime of events containing a RAT by 25% to 90%. Our
artifact is available under the Apache Software License v2.0 from
https://github.com/USC-SQL/RAT-TRAP.
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